Local Binary Pattern-Based Adaptive Differential Evolution for Multimodal Optimization Problems.
The multimodal optimization problem (MMOP) requires the algorithm to find multiple global optima of the problem simultaneously. In order to solve MMOP efficiently, a novel differential evolution (DE) algorithm based on the local binary pattern (LBP) is proposed in this paper. The LBP makes use of the neighbors' information for extracting relevant pattern information, so as to identify the multiple regions of interests, which is similar to finding multiple peaks in MMOP. Inspired by the principle of LBP, this paper proposes an LBP-based adaptive DE (LBPADE) algorithm. It enables the LBP operator to form multiple niches, and further to locate multiple peak regions in MMOP. Moreover, based on the LBP niching information, we develop a niching and global interaction (NGI) mutation strategy and an adaptive parameter strategy (APS) to fully search the niching areas and maintain multiple peak regions. The proposed NGI mutation strategy incorporates information from both the niching and the global areas for effective exploration, while APS adjusts the parameters of each individual based on its own LBP information and guides the individual to the promising direction. The proposed LBPADE\pagebreak algorithm is evaluated on the extensive MMOPs test functions. The experimental results show that LBPADE outperforms or at least remains competitive with some state-of-the-art algorithms.